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Most of us know there is a payoff to looking great, and in the search for beauty we spend
countless hours and billions of dollars on personal grooming, cosmetics, and cosmetic surgery.
Hamermesh investigates the commodification of beauty in dating and how this influences the seek
out intelligent or high-getting mates, and actually examines whether government programs should
help the ugly. Based on the proof, quite a bit. He considers whether extra purchase good-searching
people represents discrimination, and, if so, who is discriminating. Noted economist Daniel
Hamermesh demonstrates the attractive will be employed, work even more productively and
profitably, receive more substantial pay, obtain loan approvals, negotiate loans with better terms,
and have more handsome and highly educated spouses. Discovering whether a universal standard
of beauty exists, Hamermesh illustrates how attractive employees make more money, how these
amounts differ by gender, and how looks are valued differently predicated on career. Hamermesh
explains why this happens and what this means for the beautiful--and the not-so-beautiful--among
us. The first book to earnestly measure the advantages of beauty, Beauty Pays demonstrates how
culture favors the stunning and how better-looking people encounter startling but undeniable benefits
in all aspects of life. But how much better off are the better looking? He also discusses if the
economic great things about beauty will persist in to the near future and what the "looks-challenged"
can do to overcome their disadvantage. Reflecting on a delicate concern that touches everyone,
Beauty Pays proves that beauty's rewards are anything but superficial.
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I love Hamermesh's economic analysis of beauty but I did wish . Interesting, but boring This book is
written like a research paper. and it actually wasn't as boring as I expected I got this for an essay I
actually was writing in school, and it in fact wasn't as boring as I expected. Beauty Pays Beauty
Pays is an extraordinary reserve that tells the Ugly truth about looks.. It's quite interesting. It had
been reasonably interesting - scholarly rather than popular - but nothing to become bowled over by.
People generally prefer to be around beautiful people, which might be a reason why some with
visual appearance have got the nastiest attitudes.. Ho hum I purchased this book partly out of
curiosity and partly since it related to a paper We was composing for grad school. Five Stars Good!
I love Hamermesh's economic evaluation of beauty but I did so wish that he would have looked
more at how race plays into what is viewed as gorgeous in society. Hamermesh understands
Beauty! Probably greatest for learners researching a related subject rather than the casual reader. I
really do not think the globe should cater to personal identified beauty whether accurate or fake.
From an economic standpoint beauty and attractiveness are well described and reiterated several
times over. It is another type of discrimination, but it just doesn't have enough political muscle tissue
behind it to stand. Fine composing Mr. Hamermesh!!. The reality are interesting, but it's just a little
dried out and wordy. Wish I had found an improved book. Dr. Better looks equivalent an easier time
in the world no matter where you go. Beauty Pays can be an easy to go through and yet scholarly
book about the function and results of good looks in the world. It may not really be palatable to
know the prejudice that is present in our culture, but it is important to hear the truth. Four Stars
Beautiful girls deserve more attention and than their much less beautiful competition although they
may be less intelligent. Self-repeating Waste of period reading a whole book which simply says
beautiful people receives a commission more / get husbands with advanced schooling. It had been
mentioned briefly.
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